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Summary

As noted in the Alaska Corrections Master Plan, intake screening for juvenile offenders for detention and
petition is performed in some communities by Alaska Court System employees and in others by
employees of the Alaska Department of Corrections. This circumstance, as well as differing community
standards, results in divergent practices in different parts of the state. Legislation will be recommended
to the 1981 Alaska legislature to unify the administration of intake services in the new Division of Youth
Services, and to set forth criteria and standards for decisions with respect to the preadjudication
detention of youth and the petitioning of youth to the juvenile court. This report examines the
development nationally of standards for secure detention of juveniles and disposition of juvenile cases,
and presents recommendations for the administration of intake services, secure detention, and judicial
and nonjudicial handling of cases at intake in Alaska.
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UNIFORM JUVENILE INTAKE PROCEDURES
SUMMARY STATEMENT
Statement of the Problem
Currently, intake screening for detention and petition
is performed in some communities by court employees and
in other communities by Department of Correction (sic)
employees. This state of affairs, combined with differing
community standards, has resulted in a circumstance of
extremely divergent practices from one part of the state
to the other concerning the detention and petitioning of
cases. This disparity arises in part out of the absence
of any standards or criteria for intake decision making,
and from differing sources of administration and philosophy.
(Alaska Corrections Master Plan, p. 423) (Emphasis added)
Legislation which will unify the administration of intake
services in the new Division of Youth Services and set forth
criteria and standards for decisions with respect to the pre
adjudication detention of youth and the petitioning of youth to
the juvenile court will be recommended to Alaska's 1981 legis
lature.
Unification of the Intake Function
It is recommended that the intake functions of receiving
and screening referrals to the juvenile court be unified within
juvenile services.

As noted in the Alaska Corrections Master

Plan, these functions are basically executive rather than judi
cial in nature.

Unification within a single source of adminis

tration should lessen the current disparity in practices which
exists across the state.
Standards for Use of Secure Detention
The detrimental and traumatic· effects on youth of placement
in a secure detention facility have been extensively addressed
i
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by national studies.

Because of these effects and concern over

the unnecessary detention of youth prior to a finding of delin
quency, standards published nationally by such authorities as
the John Howard Association, the National Advisory Commission on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, the National Council on
Crime and Delinquency, the Institute for Judicial Administration
and the American Bar Association have addressed the issue of
criteria for the use of pre-adjudication detention.

These stan

dards provide the basis for criteria proposed here which restrict
the use of secure detention.
Basically, these criteria provide for the use of secure
detention only if the youth is charged with a serious property
crime or crime of violence which if committed as an adult would
be a felony and it is necessary to insure the presence of the
youth at court or to protect the public from harm.

Evidence

based upon the nature of the present charge and past behavior of
the youth is used in determining whether secure detention is
necessary.
The use of secure detention is considered a last resort and
other least restrictive alternatives such as release or placement
in nonsecure facilities should be used.

Secure detention must not

be used as a substitute for shelter care and crisis intervention
services for youth.
Standards for Judicial or Nonjudicial Disposition
at Intake
Intake has traditionally functioned as a screening process
for youth referred to the juvenile court.

The intake officer
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has the discretion to recommend either judicial or nonjudicial
handling of the youth.

This decision is frequently made in the

absence of any criteria or guidelines.

The absence of such

guidelines creates the appearance if not the reality of an
arbitrary decision making process.
National standards have been developed which delineate
appropriate non judicial dispositions and set forth criteria for
decisions made at intake.

These national standards are the basis

for standards proposed here which provide guidelines and criteria
for the selection of judicial or non judicial dispositions at intake.
In the selection of a disposition, the intake officer should
consider the best interests of both the youth and the community.
Consideration of such factors as the nature of the charge, prior
record and court appearances, family and school situation, age
and maturity of the juvenile is relevant.

Race, religion, sex

and economic status are not relevant to a decision concerning the
disposition at intake.
The proposed standards also limit the type of nonjudicial dis
position available to the intake officer.

The intake officer may

dismiss the case, warn and release the youth to his or her parents
or refer the youth to community resources.

The placement of

restrictions and supervision of the youth in the form of informal
probation is not permissible in the absence of formal adjudica
tion.
Conclusion
The juvenile court process has long been characterized by
the exercise of a great deal of discretion.

The founders of the
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court felt that such discretion and informality were necessary to
insure that the juvenile received individualized treatment in his
or her best interests.

However, the existence of such discretion

also resulted in decisions which were often arbitrary and capri
cious.
The legislation proposed here recommends the placement of
the intake function within the Division o f Youth Services and pro
vides criteria for the use of secure detention, and the selection
of judicial or nonjudicial dispositions of cases at intake.

These

steps are necessary in order to help to insure uniformity and
fairness in the pre-adjudication phase of the juvenile justice
system in Alaska.

INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
Currently, intake screening for detention and petition
is performed in some communities by court employees and
in other communities by Department of Correction (sic)
employees. This state of affairs, combined with differing
community standards, has resulted in a circumstance of
extremely divergent practices from one part of the state
to the other concerning the detention and petitioning of
cases. This disparity arises in part out of the absence
of any standards or criteria for intake decision making,
and from differing sources of administration and philosophy.
(Alaska Corrections Master Plan, p. 423) (Emphasis added)
In order to address this problem legislation which will unify
the administration of intake services in the new Division of
Youth Services and set forth criteria for making decisions with
respect to pre-adjudication detention and the petitioning of
youth to juvenile court will be proposed to Alaska's 198 1 legis
lature.
This paper will examine the national experience in dealing
with the development of standards for the use of secure detention
and the judicial and nonjudicial disposition of cases and deline
ate the situation with respect to these aspects of the pre
adjudication phase of the juvenile court in Alaska.

Specific

recommendations with respect to the administration of intake
services in Alaska and criteria for use of secure detention and
the judicial and nonjudicial handling of cases at intake are
presented.
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The Pre-ad judication Phase of the Juvenile Court
The pre-adjudication phase of the juvenile court process is
an extremely critical part of the court's functioning.

An

encounter with the police and subsequent referral by the police
to court intake is the first contact, and for many the only con
tact, a youth has with the juvenile justice system.

Juvenile

court intake has traditionally had the responsibility of making
two decisions with respect to a youth referred to juvenile court.
The first decision involves the question of whether the
youth will be securely detained prior to adjudication.

Secure

detention refers to the placement of a youth in a. physically
restricting environment such as a jail or juvenile detention
facility.

Statutory provisions with respect to who can make

decisions concerning the use of secure detention vary.

Generally

such authority rests with the police, intake officer, probation
officer or the court.

In jurisdictions where 24 hour intake is

available, it is common for the intake officer to make the deter
mination with respect to the use of detention.

In the absence of

24 hour intake, the police may make the decision to detain.

In

most states, formal judicial review of the detention decision is
required within a specified time frame, e.g. , 24, 48 or 72 hours.
In Alaska, AS 47. 10. 140 provides that a peace officer may detain
a juvenile in a juvenile detention facility "if in his opinion
it is necessary to do so to protect the minor or the community. "
Judicial review is required within 48 hours.
The second decision made by intake concerns screening of
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cases for judicial or non judicial handling.

It is at this point

that the decision is made whether the youth should be referred
to court for formal adjudication.
Decisions by police and intake to hold a juvenile in secure
detention and decisions made by intake to handle a case judicially
or non judicially have historically been made in the absence of
any formal written criteria or guidelines.
Based on the parens patr�ae doctrine, the juvenile court
has been characterized by informal procedures and a great deal
of discretion.

Supporters of the parens patriae model of

juvenile justice have argued that such informality and discretion
were essential if the court was to act in the "best interests"
of the child.

Under this model a youth being detained would

receive treatment which would meet his or her needs.
During the 1950's and 1960's, critics of the juvenile court
voiced concern over the denial of constitutional rights to
juveniles.

There was growing evidence of ineffective and abusive

treatment delivered to juveniles in the juvenile justice system.
These concerns were formally recognized by the U. S. Supreme
Court in the 1966 Kent v. U.

s.

ruling.

There is evidence, in fact, that there may be grounds
for concern that the child receives the worst of both
worlds: that he gets neither the protection accorded
to adults nor the solicitous care and regenerative
treatment postulated for children.
(Kent v. U. s. ,
383 u. s. 541 ( 1966)) .
Subsequent U. S. Supreme Court rulings, In re Gault, and
In re Winship, have further extended the principle that youth
subject to the jurisdiction of the juvenile court are entitled
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to the protection of constitutionally guaranteed rights.

While

the Supreme Court has not granted juveniles all of the rights
granted to adults (McKeiver v. Pennsylvania) , the philosophy
guiding most recent changes in the juvenile court is one of
emphasis on the protection of the rights of juveniles.
One particular area of concern has been the violation of
juveniles' rights resulting from the lack of formal written
criteria and guidelines with respect to pre-adjudication decisions
made by police and intake.

This concern is the focus of the

present project.
Purpose of the Project
As noted earlier, legislation which will unify the adminis
tration of intake services within the Division of Youth Services
and set forth written guidelines and criteria for making two
specific decisions, the use of secure detention and the judicial
or nonjudicial handling of cases, in the processing of youth
through the juvenile justice system is needed in Alaska.

In

accomplishing this fact, it is not necessary to "reinvent the
wheel" and extensive use has been made of existing national stan
dards and recommendations.

At the same time it is necessary to

be sensitive to problems of administering a juvenile justice
system in a state with such vast rural areas.
Two assumptions underlie this proposal.
ance of the need for written criteria

One is the accept

and guidelines with

respect to making decisions concerning secure detention and
petitioning of a youth.

The second is an acceptance of the need
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to protect the rights of juveniles brought to the attention of
the juvenile justice system.

Thus the proposed standards are

consistent with a due process philosophy which emphasizes the
protection of juveniles' rights and limits the exercise of dis
cretion of court personnel by establishing written guidelines
and criteria with respect to decision making.
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UNIFICATION OF THE INTAKE FUNCTION

I.

The intake uunetion� au heeeiving and heheening eaheh heoehhed
to the juvenile eouht hhould be uni6ied within the Vivihion
06 Youth Sehvieeh.

COMMENTARY:

As noted

in the statement of the problem, the

Alaska Corrections Master Plan has identified the differing
sources of administration of intake services in Alaska, i.e.,
the court and the Division of Corrections, as contributing to the
disparity in practices with respect to detention and petitioning
of cases that exists across the state.

It is recommended that

these intake functions be unified within the new Division of
Youth Services.

As discussed in the Alaska Corrections Master

Plan, these functions are basically executive in nature and thus
unification within the Division of Youth Services is appropriate.
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USE OF SECURE DETENTION
Use of Secure Detention:

The National Perspective

In recent years the question of the use of secure detention
has received increasing national attention.

The position

expressed most frequently in the literature is that we have over
used secure detention and that many youth who are currently being
detained in secure facilities could be better served by decisions
not to detain or by placement in alternative nonsecure programs,
without risk to the public's safety.
Numerous studies have portrayed the traumatic and detri
mental effects that the experience of secure detention has on
youth.

(Fetrow and Fetrow, 1974; National Council on Crime and

Delinquency, 1961; Sarri, 1974. )

Youth, whether securely detained

for a few hours or many days, are often subjected to confinement
in adult jails or juvenile detention facilities which lack any
medical, educational, recreational or counseling services.

In

the extreme the youth may become the target of brutal attacks
by other inmates or staff.
In light of the evidence of the brutal and dehumanizing
experience secure detention is for many children, recent nationally
published standards by such groups as the John Howard Association,
the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals, the National Council on Crime and Delinquency, and
the Institute of Judicial Administration and American Bar Associa
tion have greatly restricted the use of secure detention.

The

National Council on Crime and Delinquency has recommended that
no more than 10% of all youth should be securely detained.

This
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figure has been recently revised by the John Howard Association
to only 5%.

These national standards assume the use of secure

detention only as a last resort.

The presumption is that the

youth will not be securely detained and that other least restric
tive alternatives will be utilized.
These national standards generally allow the secure deten
tion of a youth only if the youth has committed a serious property
crime or a crime of violence which would be a felony if committed
by an adult and secure detention ·is necessary to insure the
presence of the youth at court proceedings or the youth is a
threat to the community.

The use of secure detention for such

' scare tactics" is completely prohibited.
purposes as punishment or '
Secure detention is not to be used as a substitute for needed
crisis intervention services.
These national standards restricting the use of secure deten
tion were developed in the absence of empirical data which would
support the underlying assumption that youth released to a non
secure setting, who formerly would have been securely detained,
appear for adjudication without incident.

A recent study by the

Community Research Forum presents data relevant to this question.
The study examined an urban and rural community which had imple
mented criteria by the National Advisory Committee on Standards
for the Administration of Juvenile Justice restricting the use
of secure detention and were securely detaining relatively few
juveniles.

The experience in these two jurisdictions was compared

to that in two jurisdictions with relatively high use of secure
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detention.
(1)
(2)

(3)

Based on the data collected, it was concluded that:
proportionately fewer children are detained in the
jurisdictions that meet the criteria;
the Advisory Committee's criteria can be implemented
in both a rural and an urban setting, without experi
encing a significantly higher rate of rearrests
between the time of initial arrest and final disposi
tion; and
the Advisory Committee's criteria can be implemented
in both a rural and an urban setting, without experi
encing a significantly higher rate of failure to
appear for court hearings. (Kihm, 1980, p. 16)

A complete copy of this report is attached as Appendix A.
Thus there is some empirical evidence to suggest that the imple
mentation of criteria which restrict the use o f secure detention
will reduce the number of youth being securely detained without
an increased risk to the public.
The Use of Secure Detention in Alaska
Estimates from the Alaska Corrections Master Plan indicate
that secure detention is used excessively in Alaska in light of
national standards which recommend a detention rate of no more
than five to ten percent.

Given an estimated total of 6977

referrals to the court in 1978, 984 or 14% were securely detained
for more than 24 hours.

Another 26% were securely detained for

some period of time less than 2 4 hours.

A report on the use of

secure detention in Fairbanks in 1978 reported a 43% detention rate
(Juvenile Detention Services and Alternatives, Technical Assistance
Report, p. 8) .

Based upon the number of youth being securely

detained for less than 2 4 hours it is reasonable to conclude that
such detention has frequently been used in Alaska as a substitute
for needed crisis intervention services.

The inappropriate and

unnecessary use of secure detention in Alaska is addressed by the
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following standards which restrict the use of secure detention
to certain specific types of youth.
Standards for the Use of Pre-adjudicatory
Secure Detention of Juveniles in Alaska

II.

U6e 06 Seeune Vetention
Juvenile6 6hould not be 6eeunely detained exeept to:
(7) in6une the apeananee

06 the juvenile at 6ub6equent

eount pnoeeeding6
(2) to pnoteet the eommunity and pnevent the juvenile
6nom in6lieting hanm on othen6.

III.

Cnitehia 6on U6e 06 Seeune Vetention
Juvenile6 may be 6eeunely detained only i6=
(7) they ane a 6ugitive 6nom anothen juni6dietion
with an aetive wannant on a deLinqueney ehahge
(2)

they ane an e6eapee 6hom a 6eeuhe eonheetional
6aeility

(3)

they ahe ehahged with oih6t Oh 6eeond deghee
muhdeh

(4)

they ahe ehahged with a 6ehiou6 phopehty ehime
Oh ehime

Oo

violenee whieh i6 committed by an

adult would be a oelony; and
(a)

they ahe alheady detained oh on eonditional
nelea6e in eonneetion with anotheh delinqueney
phoeeeding

(bl

they have a demon6thable heeent heeohd 06
will6ul 6ailuhe6 to appeah at juvenile eouht
phoeeeding6 within the la6t twelve month6; Oh
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(el

they have a demon6thable heeent heeohd on
adjudieation6 noh violent eonduet he6ulting
in phy6ieal injuhy to otheh6 within the la6t
twelve month6; oh

(d)

they have a demon6thable heeond 06 adjudiea
tion6 6oh 6ehiou6 phopehty o66en6e6 within
the la6t twelve month6.

16 the youth meet6 the above ehitehia 6eeuhe detention i6
not automatie.

The juvenile may 6till be helea6ed oh plaeed in

a le66 he6thietive non-6eeuhe plaeement.

The pne6umption i6

that 6eeuhe detention i6 the la6t he6oht and 6hould be u6ed only
when othen le66
COMMENTARY:

ne6thietive altehnative6 ahe not available.

Standard II addresses the issue of the legitimate

justifications for pre-adjudicatory detention.

Under the parens

patriae philosophy of the juvenile court, the preventive deten
tion of juveniles in secure detention was often used to protect
juveniles from themselves and dangerous environments and situa
tions.

It was under this philosophy that many status offenders,

and even dependent and neglected children, were securely detained.
Since there was a presumption of need and the assumption that
detention provided services to meet this need,

such preventive

detention was permissible.
With the Supreme Court's rulings since Kent v. U. S. , which
have emphasized the need to protect the due process rights of
youth, the national trend has been toward limits on the use of
secure detention.

The presumption of need has been replaced by
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a presumption of innocence and the restriction of liberty prior to
an adjudication of delinquency is seen as a serious consequence
which must be limited in its use.

The use of detention for punish

ment before a finding of delinquency is completely prohibited and
certainly a violation of the juvenile ' s right.
In moving toward the restricted use of detention based on
a due process model, there seems to have been a more conscious
recognition that the protection of society from the serious
violent offender is a legitimate reason for secure detention.
Under the parens patriae philosophy of the court, the position
of the court at least in theory was that the court served the
best interests of the child and was only secondarily concerned,
if at all, with the protection of society.
The proposed standard thus protects the community's legiti
mate interests by permitting the detention of youth who are a
threat to the physical safety of the community but protects other
juveniles from the unnecessary and often traumatic experience of
being locked up.
Standard III provides a delineation of those youth who may
be securely detained.

The criteria presented restrict the use

of secure detention to a small category of youth.

The presumption

is that the use of secure detention represents a last resort.
Even with those youth who met the criteria for secure detention,
use of nonsecure alternatives or release of the juvenile is
desirable whenever possible.

In making such a choice it is

necessary to consider whether secure detention is necessary to
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prevent the juvenile's flight from the court's jurisdiction or
to protect the public.
Comments on Implementation
The successful implementation of these criteria restricting
the use of secure detention will depend upon numerous factors.

A

number of recommendations contained in the Alaska Corrections
Master Plan are pertinent.

The Master Plan recommends that deten

tion decisions should be the sole responsibility of intake.

The

Plan also recommends that intake operate on a 24 hour basis.
Implementation of both of these recommendations will facilitate
the implementation of the criteria presented here.
The existence of 24 hour intake can be predicted to reduce
the large number of youth who are currently detained for less than
24 hours.

Many of these youth are detained because parents cannot

be readily located by police or intake services are not available.
A simultaneous effort must be directed at providing adequate non
secure alternatives such as emergency shelter and foster care for
those youth who cannot be released to a parent or guardian.

In

the past secure detention has often been used as a substitute for
needed shelter care and crisis intervention into the lives of
youth.

These services will still be needed as much as ever.
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THE JUDICIAL AND NONJUDICIAL
DISPOSITION OF CASES AT INTAKE
The major responsibility of intake is the screening of
cases.

It is at intake that the decision is made whether to

handle the youth judicially or non judicially.

National statistics

indicate that in 1974, 47% of cases referred to the juvenile
court were handled nonjudicially.

(Corbett

&

Vereb, 1974, p 6)

Estimates in the Alaska Corrections Master Plan indicate that
in 1978, 78. 5% of cases were handled nonjudicially.

Data from

Anchorage reported in the 1979 annual report compiled by court
intake indicate that 85% of cases are handled nonjudicially.
It is apparent that a large number of youth are handled non
judicially by intake in Alaska.

The standards which are proposed

here are not designed to prevent the non judicial disposition of
cases or to require that significant numbers of those youth
presently being handled non judicially be referred for formal
court adjudication.

However, the exercise of discretion by the

intake worker at this crucial process of the juvenile court
should be guided by written guidelines and policy and attention
should be paid to the protection of the juveniles ' rights during
this nonjudicial process.

The youth should not be at the mercy

of differing community standards and practices.
Standards for Judicial and
Non judicial Handling of Youth

IV.

Intake Vi�po� ition�
At intake the 6offowing di�po� itionaf aftennative� � houfd be
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available:
(1)

UnQondltional dl6mi66al 06 a Qomplaint.

Uneondltional

di6mi66al tenminate6 all pnoQeeding6 again6t the
juvenile.
(2)

Nonjudieial di6po6ition 06 a QOmplaint.

Nonjudieial

di6po6ition i6 the taking 06 6ome aQtion on the eom
plaint without 6 onmal judieial pnoeeedlng.

Penmi66ible

nonjudieial di6po6ition ane:
(a)

Re6 ehhal to panent6 (wanning & helea6e)

(b)

Re6ennal to eommunity agenQle6.

Intake

may neoen the juvenile in need 06 6enviee6
to appnopnlate eommunity ne6ounQe6. and
ageneie6
(el

Judieial di6po6ition 06 a eomplaint.

Judieial

di6po6ition 06 a QOmplaint involve6 the 6iling
o0 a petition whieh initiate6 6 onmal eouht pho
eeeding6.

V.

Condition6 06 Nonjudieial Vi6po6ition6
A nonjudiQial dilpo6ition 6hould meet the 6 ollowing eondi

tion6:
(7)

The juvenile and hi6 on hen panent6 on legal guandian
mu6t be advi6ed 06 thein night6 to a 6 onmal adjudiea�
tion 06 the Qa6e.

(2)

The juvenile and hi6 on hen panent6 on legal guandian
mu6t voluntanily and willingly aeeept the nonjudlQial
di6po6ition.

(3)

The tenm6 06 the nonjudieial di6polition 6hould be
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eleahly .6peei6ied in Whiting.
(41

The nonjudieial di.6po.6ition -0hould be limited in
. eope.
duhation and 6

- hould
Nonjudieial di.6po.6ition.6 0

be tehminated within t�nee month.6.
(51

Onee a nonjudieial di-0po-0ition ha.6 been made, the
oiling 06 a petition ba-0ed on the oniginal eomplaint

VI.

i-0 penmi-0-0ible only within a thnee month peniod o 0 time.

Cnitenia 6 on Seleetion 06 a Vi-0po-0ition at Intake

The .6eleetion 06 a di.6po.6ition at intake .6hould be ba-0ed
upon the be.6t intene.6t.6 06 the juvenile and the eommunity.
The intake o66 ieen -0hould detenmine what di-0po-0ition i.6 in
the be.6t intene-0t-0 06 the juvenile and the eommunity ba.6ed on
the 6 ol.towing:
(a)

-0eniou-0ne.6.6 06 the 06 6en-0e

(bl

natune and numben 06 pnion eouht eontaet.6

(el

eineum.6tanee.6 .6unnounding the alleged delinquent eonduct

(dl

age and matunity 06 the juvenile

(e)

. ituation
0amily 6

(61

.6ehool attendance and behavion

(g)

attitude 06 the juvenile to the alleged delinquent
conduet and to law en6 ohcement and juvenile count
authonitie.6

(h)

denial 06 the allegation.6 (IJA/ABA di-0agnee-0)

(i)

de.6ihe.6 06 the eomplainant (oppo.6ition to nonjudieial
. hould not pneelude .6ueh handling)
handling 6

(j)

the availability 06 .6enviee.6 within and out.6ide the
juvenile ju.6tiee .6y.6tem.
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Facto�� which �hould not be �elevant to a decl�ion conee�nlng a
dl�po�ltlon at intake include but a�e not neee��a�ily limited to
the juvenile'� �aee, ethnic baekg�ound, �ellgion, �ex and economic
�tatu�.
COMMENTARY:

The purpose of Standard IV is to specify what disposi

tions are appropriate at intake and to provide certain limits on
the types of intervention permissible at this pre-judicial stage
of the court process.
are available:
munity agencies.

Basically three nonjudicial dispositions

dismissal, warning and release and referral to com
The use of informal probation is prohibited�

The placement of restrictions on behavior and supervision of the
juvenile by court personnel without judicial authority is not
warranted.
Informal probation is currently used as a disposition in
Alaska.

Based upon estimates in the Alaska Corrections Master

Plan, this disposition is used in approximately 6% of cases
handled non judicially.

One would anticipate that some of these

cases would continue to be handled nonjudicially under the pro
posed standards; others might require formal court action.

In

either event, however, the proposed standards would change the
handling of a relatively small number of cases.

These standards

would not result in a flood of cases being referred for formal
court ad judication.
The purpose of the conditions specified in Standard V is to
insure that the juvenile's acceptance of a nonjudicial disposition
is voluntary and that juveniles are advised that in accepting
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such a disposition they are giving up their right to a formal
adjudication on the charges.

The potential for coercion is

present at this stage and the intake officer must work to insure
that the juvenile's acceptance of a nonjudicial disposition is
truly voluntary.
It is also important to clearly specify the terms of the
non judicial disposition and limit its scope and duration.

The

juvenile should be clearly aware of the consequences of not
meeting the terms of the agreement.
Standard VI specifies that in selecting a judicial or non
judicial disposition at intake, the intake officer should consider
the best interests of the juvenile and the community.

In making

this judgment the worker should consider whether court referral
is necessary to deal effectively with the juvenile' s behavior,
the impact of formal handling on the juvenile and the danger of
the juvenile to the community.

In making this decision the intake

worker exercises a great deal of discretion.

This decision has

generally been made in the absence of formal written criteria or
guidelines.

However, most intake workers could probably articu

late those factors and criteria which are in fact used even though
no formal policy exists.

The above standard is intended to pro

vide a statement of written criteria which should and should not
be used by the intake staff in choosing a disposition at intake.
In examining the list of criteria presented it should not be
assumed that equal weight should be given to the individual
criterion or that all authorities agree that the factor should
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be relevant to a decision concerning a disposition at intake.
The seriousness of the offense should be one of the primary
factors in considering the disposition of a case.

Most authorities

agree that a petition should be filed when the charge is of

a

serious nature.
The nature and number of prior court contacts is relevant
because it indicates whether the present offense represents an
isolated incident or is indicative of a more frequent and per
vasive delinquent behavior.

The presence of prior contacts may

also provide evidence of the ineffectiveness of past nonjudicial
dispositions.
The circumstances surrounding the alleged delinquent conduct
addresses the generally accepted requirement that if a juvenile
is part of a group of juveniles involved in the alleged conduct
that the juveniles should be treated equally.

Circumstances such

as the time of day of the alleged conduct may also provide
evidences with respect to the family situation.
The age and maturity of the juvenile should be considered
and generally the younger the child the more likely one would be
to select nonjudicial handling.

However, if other circumstances

warrant it, early formal court intervention might be appropriate.
Consideration of the juvenile's school and family situation
provide the intake officer with information relevant to assessing
the nature and extent of the juvenile ' s needs as well as an assess
ment of the family's ability to carry through on a non judicial
disposition.
The use of the juvenile's attitude toward law enforcement
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and juvenile court authorities as a criterion in decision making
is not uniformly accepted.

It has been suggested that an uncoopera

tive attitude is evidence that a nonjudicial disposition would not
be successful.

Other authorities reject use of the juvenile

attitude as a relevant factor.

Generally most authorities agree

that a juvenile's denial of the allegations should result in a
petition being filed.
The intake worker should consider the desires of the complain
ant; however, the complainant's opposition to a nonjudicial disposi
tion should not preclude the use of such a disposition.

The intake

worker should also assess the availability of various resources
within and outside the juvenile justice system in order to deter
mine where the needs of the juvenile can best be served.
In the making of dispositional decisions such irrelevant
factors as sex, race, religion and socioeconomic level should
not be considered by the intake worker.
As noted previously, the selection of a judicial or non
judicial disposition at intake requires the exercise of a great
deal of discretion.

The lack of guidelines contributes to the

appearance if not the reality of an arbitrary and capricious
decision making process.

The above criteria provide guidelines

for the exercise of discretion.

They in no

way eliminate the

need for a well-trained qualified intake staff who must make
important decisions in the lives of youth referred to the juvenile
court.

The standards do provide a structure for decision making

at intake.
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SUMMARY
Legislation is proposed which would unify the intake func
tion of receiving and screening cases referred to the juvenile
court within the new Division of Youth Services.

Standards are

proposed that restrict the use of secure detention to a limited
category of offenders who pose a threat to the community or are
likely to leave the court's jurisdiction.

The use of secure

detention is seen as a last resort which should be used only
when release or use of nonsecure alternatives is inappropriate.
Secure detention must not be used as a substitute for needed
shelter care or crisis intervention services to juveniles.
The selection of a judicial or non judicial disposition at
intake should be based upon a judgment of the best interests of
the youth and the community.

Criteria relevant to making this

decision include the nature of the charge, prior record and court
appearance, age and maturity of the youth, and family and school
situation.

Race, sex, religion and economic status should not

be considered.
These standards limit the type of nonjudicial disposition
available to the intake officer.

The intake officer may dismiss

the case, warn and release the youth to his or her parents or
refer the youth to community resources.

The placement of restric

tions on behavior and supervision in the form of informal proba
tion is not permissible.
The differing sources of administration of intake services
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in Alaska and the lack of criteria for making decisions with
respect to the use of secure detention and the judicial or non
judicial handling of youth has created disparity in practices
across the state at the pre-adjudicatory phase of the juvenile
court process.

The implementation of the recommendations and

standards proposed here will help to insure uniformity and fair
ness to Alaskan youth referred to the juvenile court.
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